We calculate the i?0(Z/2)-graded spectrum for Atiyah's periodic #-theory with reality and the Täte cohomology associated to it. The latter is shown to be trivial.
INTRODUCTION
Let KR be the periodic Z/2-spectrum representing Atiyah's Real ^-theory or /^-theory with reality [A] .
In this note we prove that the generalized Täte spectrum associated to it (in the sense of Greenlees and May [GM] ) is trivial. This is quite surprising, since the Täte spectrum for ordinary equivariant AT-theory is not contractible for any group G.
The proof is quite simple however; it just relies on the fact that the generator n of KR(RPi) is nilpotent. We give a more general statement to emphasize this in 3.1.
It is a pleasure to thank Marcel Bökstedt and John Greenlees, who shortcut my own lengthy calculation proving Theorem 5.2 by pointing out that the essential ingredient was the fact that n3 = 0 ; and the referee who gave many valuable suggestions to make the exposition more readable.
G-SPECTRA AND G-COHOMOLOGY THEORIES
In this paper we will be working in the equivariant stable category of [LMS] , and we begin by recalling some definitions. We let G be a finite group, since we do not need the Lie group setup of [LMS] .
A complete universe U is an infinite dimensional real inner product space with G acting through isometries such that U contains a countably infinite direct sum of regular representations of G as a subspace.
A G-spectrum kg indexed on a given U associates a based G-space ko(V) to each finite dimensional G-subspace V c U such that for any two Gsubspaces V and W of U with V c W the usual transitive system of structure maps ka(V)-*'Lv~wka(W) are G-homeomorphisms.
Let U = (¡)(V¿)°° for a set of distinct irreducible representations V¡. Then RO(G, U) is the free abelian group generated by the V¡.
Given a G-spectrum kg indexed on U, we define the associated RO(G, ungraded homology and cohomology theory:
For any virtual representation a = V -W with V and W in RO(G, U) there are sphere G-spectra Sa = J2~W Sv , and we let k%(X) = [X A S~a, kef and k%(X) = [Sa, X A kGf for any G-spectrum X. For a G-space Y, let kG(Y) = kG(J2°° Y) and similarly for homology; here £°° Y is the RO(G, C/)-graded suspension spectrum of Y as in [LMS, p. 14] . These theories have suspension isomorphisms k£(X) = kGBW(Sw A X) and similarly for homology, induced by the structure maps in the spectrum.
On the other hand, given an RO(G, i/)-graded cohomology theory on Gspectra indexed over U (for a definition of this, see [May, Chapter 19] , or [LMS, p. 34] ), there is a spectrum which classifies this theory as above. Furthermore if the cohomology theory is only defined on G-spaces, it has an extension to G-spectra, which is unique up to nonunique isomorphism, and hence it gives rise to a classifying G-spectrum.
3. The Täte spectrum for some Z/2-spectra
In [GM] a generalized Täte cohomology theory for a G-spectrum ko is introduced for any compact Lie group G. We repeat this construction for the convenience of the reader. Let X+ be the disjoint union of the G-space X with a fixed base point and let £G bea contractible free G-space. Let EG be the unreduced suspension of EG. Then there is a cofibering
(1) EG+^S°-*ÊG.
Let F(EG+, ko) be the function G-spectrum of maps from EG+ to ko . The projection EG+ -> 5"° induces a map of G-spectra e:kG = F(S°,kG)^F(EG+,kG).
Smashing e with the cofibering ( 1 ) yields the following map of cofiberings of G-spectra:
sAll el eAll F(EG+,kG)AEG+ -► F(EG+,kG) ---♦ F(EG+,kG)AEG The Täte G-spectrum associated to kG is then the spectrum in the lower right hand corner of this diagram: t(kG) = F(EG+, kG) A EG. The associated homology and cohomology theories are the Täte homology and cohomology of kG.
When G = Z/2 and kG is a ring spectrum, the following special case of [GM, §16] gives a method for calculating the upper right-hand corner of (2).
Let m denote the trivial real «i-dimensional representation of Z/2 and let k£, be Rk with involution given by multiplication by -1. We allow m and k to be infinite and let R°° have the direct limit topology as usual.
When G = Z/2, our universe will always be U = oo£ © oo. A filtration of EZ/2 can be obtained from the fact that B(ocÇ)/S(ooÇ) is a model for EZ/2, which implies that the one point compactifications Spi give a filtration. We get canonical isomorphisms in homology for any X and for any subspace V of our universe; in cohomology this works for finite X :
(km A ÉZ/2)V(X) S colim(fcz/2 A S*)V(X) B colimífc^*)).
Here the maps are induced by the inclusion Spi -► 5^+1)i. Studying these maps a little closer, we find that the maps giving the latter colimits may also be described as multiplication by a certain element of kL2(S°), namely the image of the identity element of k%,2(S°) under the isomorphism k%,2(S°) -► k^,2(S^) composed with the map induced by the inclusion of S° in S(
This element is called the Euler class of £ and is denoted Xs, ■ This leads to the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1. Let k£,2(-) be an ROÇL/2, U)-graded cohomology theory such that X( is nilpotent and the classifying spectrum kZ/2 is a ring spectrum. Then the projection p of EZ/2+ to S° induces a weak Z/2 homotopy equivalence P* '■ kz/2 -► F(EZ/2+ , kiji), and the Täte spectrum t(kZ/2) is trivial. Proof. The long exact sequence induced by the cofibration ( 1 ) and the fact that k%/2(EZ/2+ AX) = [X, F(EZ/2+, kz/2)fl2 implies that for a proof of the first statement it suffices to see that k%,2(EZ/2 A X) = 0 for X compact. There is a Milnor lim'-exact sequence [M] 0 -» lim1*^1^* AX)^ kl¡2(KL¡2 AX)^ limk£/2(Spi Al)^0.
The maps in the inverse system are the same as in (3), namely ? : kG(Sk( AX)^ kG(S{k-l)i A X) or equivalently i* : kG~ki(X) -» kG~ki+((X), and they are multiplication by X( ■ Since Xi is nilpotent by assumption, we conclude that the inverse limit and the lim1 are both trivial. For the second part of the lemma, observe that we have just seen that the middle arrow in (2) is a Z/2-homotopy equivalence; the leftmost arrow is always an equivalence and hence we see that t(kZ/2) is Z/2-equivalent to kZ/2AEZ/2 .
From (4) it now follows that the Täte homology groups t(kïl1)v(X) are trivial for any X, since this is a direct limit over multiplication with the nilpotent element xt. > and hence the spectrum classifying this theory, t(kZ/2) > is trivial. D ■ 4. The Real A^-theory spectrum
In the following we state some facts about the ROÇZ/2, U)-graded spectrum representing Atiyah's Real AMheory. Definition 4.1 (Atiyah [A] ). A Real vector bundle is a complex vector bundle E [ X, where (E, t) and (X, t) are Z/2 spaces such that the involutions commute with the projection map and with t antilinear, i.e. x(ze) = ~zx(e), z € C.
The Real AT-theory of (X, t), KR(X), is then the Grothendieck group of the isometry classes of Real vector bundles over X.
The kernel of the complex dimension map gives reduced A"7?-theory, KR(X), and this is the theory which we study here. The dimension map is split, so KR(X) is isomorphic to KR(X) © Z.
The classifying space for reduced Real AMheory is BU with Z/2-action given by complex conjugation [tD] . A model for this is the infinite Grassmannian GR(C°°) = UGi?"(C°°) of complex subspaces of C°° with action induced by complex conjugation on C°° .
An «-dimensional Real bundle is a (Z/2 xa C/(n))-bundle in the sense of torn Dieck [tD] , where a: Z/2 -> Aut([/(«)) is complex conjugation, whereas equivariant K or KO would have trivial a in this description. Another way of stating this is that a Real bundle is a Z/2-bundle with total group Y -Z/2 xa U(n), structural group U(n) and fiber C in the sense of [LMS, p. 175] .
In [A] , Atiyah introduces a Z © Z-graded cohomology theory on Z/2-spaces as follows:
where Bp •q and Sp •q are the ball, respectively the sphere of the representation p£ + q, and KR(X, A) = KR(X/A).
This theory has two kinds of periodicity, namely 1-1-periodicity: KRP'q(X) B KRp+l'q+l(X), [A, Theorem 2.3] , and 8-periodicity:
KRp'q(X)^KRp+%'q(X) [A, Theorem 3.10] . Thus it can be extended to negative p and q.
As in §3, we work in the complete universe U = oo<^ © oo. For KR* to be an RO(Z/2, i/)-graded cohomology theory, we want suspension isomorphisms KRV(SV A X+) Si KR(X) for any subspace V in U. For this to be true we define KRv(X+) = KR-p'-q(X)
for V-pi®q . The reader should beware of the change of signs, since this is quite confusing. We let KR denote the Z/2-spectrum representing this theory, and we state some of Atiyah's results in this language.
Let H be the canonical line bundle over CP1 and let b = [77] -1 e KR(CPl) =■ KR-tt®xs>(*). The 1-1 periodicity theorem states [GM, Definition 0 .2] is a homotopy equivalence KU -> KO ^ KU mapping the naive G-spectrum A"7? considered nonequivariantly (KU) through the fixed point spectrum (KO) and via the inclusion to A"Í7. This can never be a homotopy equivalence, one reason being that n¿(KO) is trivial and ii(,(KU) is not.
Calculation of t(KR)

